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Turn Key Breweries
EJ Stainless & Mild Steel Solution was founded in
2006. The founder Eddie Swart, Boilermaker with
25 years experience of manufacturing in the food
industry, based the business in Heilbron and is
making use of a 1000m² premises.
With a Guillotine, bending brake, roller, seam
welder and a working force of 25 motivated staff,
we are able to deliver a quality product.

Two and Four Head Counter
Pressure Bottle Filler and Heavy
Duty Capper

EJ Stainless & Mild Steel Solution C.C. specialises
in the manufacturing off custom made stainless
and mild steel tanks and silos, pressure vessels,
road tankers, platforms, belt-, roller-, chain- and
screw conveyors, pipe installations on dairy
equipment, plant maintenance. We also supply
different sizes off dairy tubing and different types
of dairy ttings.

We also design
and manufacture
micro beer
brewery systems
To keep our customers happy at all
times we concentrate on:
• Keeping the time between the
enquiry date and the quote date as
short as possible.

Two Head Manual Keg Washer

• Making sure the manufacturing
process is at the highest standards
throughout the project.
• Making sure that the traditional old
school manufacturing procedures
and methods are learned and
adhered to by our employees.
• Planning right from the beginning of
a project.
• Creating long term relationships
with our clients.
• Delivering a quality product on time.

Fermentation
Tanks

Tower

We as a family have built this
business based on the above
principles and values.
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From the Editor...
It was with great sadness that the On Tap team
learnt of the sudden passing of local homebrewing legend Kevin Ryan in May. Kevin was a key
figure in the South African beer scene, a passionate
brewer and drinker who always had time to share a
brewing tip with a newbie brewer or to share a pint
with anyone who fancied chatting about beer.
Kevin was actually a key player in the launch of
this magazine, although he might not have realised
it. Early last year, On Tap’s publisher, Andrew Thomas, began toying with
the idea of starting up a beer magazine. The very first person he spoke to
was Kevin, who he found through the Wort Hog Brewers, Gauteng’s homebrewing club. Kevin loved the idea and suggested that Andrew get in touch
with me – and so the magazine was born.
I can’t actually remember the first time I met Kevin. I’ve been living in
South Africa for almost seven years and have been involved in the beer
scene for pretty much the whole time. And Kevin just always seemed to be
there. I know he attended the very first Clarens festival in 2010 and made
the pilgrimage every February, never missing a fest. In the time that I knew
him I’m not sure I ever tasted one of his beers, but I certainly shared a few
pints with him over the years.
We’d like to extend our deepest condolences to Kevin’s wife, Genevieve
and to the rest of the family. And to everyone else, please grab a beer as
you flick through the pages of this edition of On Tap and raise it to a jolly
old soul who loved craft beer long before the term was ever thought up.
Here’s to you Kevin,
Cheers,

Lucy
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On Tap is South Africa’s first
dedicated beer publication – a
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beginning to dip their
proverbial toe into the mash
tun. Each issue will be filled
with beer news from around
the country and the
continent, with snippets of
relevant world beer news to
make sure South African
drinkers have their finger on
the global beer pulse.
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individual articles are the
personal views of the Authors
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Recipe development and troubleshooting
Product feedback and testing
Market Reputation/Research
Stock and Sales Analysis
Staff training
Homebrew supply shop, now open at
unit 109 Oxford Village, Hillcrest, KZN

Contact Matthew on
matthurstrsa@gmail.com today for an
obligation-free quote on a
tailor-made package!

Our

award-winning

golden ale
is brewed
and served

exclusively
at

Silver medal winner at the
2017 Craft Brewers Powwow

@DissidentBeer

On Tap
Subscribe
now and
discover the
wonderful world
of beer.
Subscribe online at www.ontapmag.co.za
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Contributors in this issue
Apiwe Nxusani-Mawela is the Managing Director at
Brewster’s Craft Pty Ltd and BrewMaster/ Shareholder
at Brewhogs Microbrewery. Apiwe is a Certified BJCP
judge and accredited training provider by the Institute
of Brewing & Distilling and by the Siebel Institute of
Technology.

Marcel Harper is a beer geek who’s been brewing for
more than a decade and still gets things wrong all the
time. He teaches brewing, writes, and spends more
money on beer than is wise. Reach him at: harper@
unfiltrd.net. Find him at: Beginnerbrewer.com. You can
listen to his podcast about beer and geekery: Scum,
Beer & Villainy, on iTunes.

BeerBros was started by two normal guys with
an abnormal love for beer. Scott and Brad started
BeerBros in 2014 to make the lives of Durban home
brewers easier, and it is still going strong. In Beer We
Trust.

Matthew Hurst is about all things fermentation, but
beer will always be his first love. After trying Jack
Black lager at a Stellenbosch market four years ago,
he’s been hooked ever since. He homebrews, founded
the Helderberg Homebrew Club and more recently,
started Craft Industry Consultants, providing consulting
services to breweries.

Ivor Swartz was born in a roasted malt, aka brown
family; Been in love with hops since Mzansi hosted the
Soccer World Cup; self acclaimed beer guy & keyboard
warrior; founder and partner of Kleurlingbier Enterprisea craftbeer branding, strategy, marketing agency.

Shawn Duthie has been brewing beer for over a
decade. Passionate about spreading the love of beer
to others, he is involved in brewer training and beer
education in South Africa and is the brewer/owner at
Dissident Brewing Company.

Where there’s beer and noise, it’s probably me!
Jaco & BAAA-chus This drinking duo has been around
pubs, breweries and festivals from 2012 - a year
after Jaco started home brewing. In 2014 they won
2nd place in the National Homebrew Competition and
joined the BJCP organisation as a judge. Find them
on RateBeer.com as “AtronSeige” where they have
1400+unique ratings.

Want to write for On Tap?
Have you got an idea for a story? A recipe you just can’t keep to
yourself ? A homebrew tale you want the world to know? Get in
touch with our editor to find out how you can contribute to the
magazine: lucy@ontapmag.co.za.
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BREWERS DIRECTORY
BREWERY

BREWER/OWNER

TOWN

EMAIL

TEL. NO.

WEBSITE

Eastern Cape
Brewery on the Beach

Ivan Beukes

Jeffreys Bay

info@breweryonthebeach.co.za

082 444 7690

breweryonthebeach.co.za

Bridge Street Brewery

Grant Davies

Port Elizabeth

info@bridgestreet.co.za

041 581 0361

bridgestreet.co.za

Daxi’s Craft Brewery

Craig Mayhew

East London

craig@3i.co.za

043 736 1336

www.facebook/
daxi’scraftbrewery

Brewhogs

Apiwe Nxusani Mawela,
Mike Martin

Kyalami

info@brewhogs.co.za

011 466 0746

brewhogs.co.za

Copperlake Brewing Co

Brendan Watcham

Johannesburg

info@copperlakebreweries.co.za

079 686 6635
011 036 6028

copperlakebrewing.co.za

Mad Giant

Eben Uys

Johannesburg

info@madgiant.co.za

011 492 0901

Brewery Tours,
madgiant.co.za

Soweto Gold Brewery

Ndumiso Madlala

Soweto, JHB

brewmaster@sowetogold.co.za

011 982 1093

sowetogold.co.za

Lions River Craft
Brewery

Ronald McClelland/
Devin McClelland

Lions River

macsas@mweb.co.za

083 775 8549
078 115 2015

lionsriverbrewery.co.za

Nottingham Road
Brewing Co

Peter Dean/Thulani
Memela/ John Morrow

Nottingham
Road

brewery@rawdons.co.za

033 266 6728

nottsbrewery.co.za

Luca Tooley

Haenertsburg

zwakalabrewery@gmail.com

073 791 6797

zwakalabrewery.co.za

Anvil Ale House

Theo de Beer

Dullstroom

debeerman@gmail.com

073 168 6603

anvilbrewery.com

Sabie Brewing Co

Shaun McCartney

Sabie

brewer@sabiebrewery.com

013 764 1005

sabiebrewery.co.za

Dewald Hattingh

Parys

mail@dogandfigbrewery.com

076 180 6521

dogandfigbrewery.com

Birkenhead Brewery

Benson Macupe

Stanford

reservations@birkenhead.co.za

028 3410 013

walkerbayestate.com

Cederberg Brewery

Alex Nel & David
Nieuwoudt

Clanwilliam

info@cederbergbrewery.com

027 482 2827

cederbergbrewery.com

Citizen Beer

Gary Pnematicatos

Cape Town

gary@citizenbeer.co.za

072 657 9851

citizenbeer.co.za

Darling Brewery

Kevin & Philippa Wood

Darling

philippa@darlingbrew.co.za

021 286 1099

darlingbrew.co.za

Devils Peak Brewing Co

JC Steyn

Cape Town

info@devilspeakbrewing.co.za

087 230 0106

devilspeakbrewing.co.za

Dissident Brewing Co

Shawn Duthie

Cape Town

shawn@dissident.beer

072 684 8508

dissident.beer

Drifter Brewing Co

Nicholas Bush

Cape Town

nick@drifterbrewing.co.za

074 174 9902

drifterbrewing.co.za

Gauteng

KZN

Limpopo
Zwakala Brewery

Mpumalanga

North West
The Dog & Fig Brewery

Western Cape
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TOWN

EMAIL

TEL. NO.

WEBSITE

Western Cape (continued)
Garagista Beer Co

Steve Miller

Riebeek
Kasteel

steve@garagista.co.za

022 448 1125

garagistabeerco.co.za

Hoghouse
Brewing Co

Byron Damonze

Cape Town

beer@hhbc.co.za

021 810 4545

hhbc.co.za

Indie Ale Brewery

Bernard Kruger

Porterville

info@ibsco.co.za

076 599 5995

indieale.co.za

Kings Craft Brewing
Co

Michael Redington

Cape Town

michael@kingscraftbeer.co.za

082 332 7839

kingscraftbeer.co.za

Nieuw Brew

Tania & Melanie
Nieuwoudt

Cederberg

tania@nieuwbrew.co.za

027 482 2807

nieuwbrew.co.za

Old Potters Brewhouse

Braam Rademeyer/
Trevor Gerntholtz

Greyton

tgerntholtz@gmail.com

078 802 0006

oldpottersinn.co.za

Red Bridge Brewing
Co.

Darren Berry

Knysna

info@redbridgebrewing.co.za

083 671 9399

redbridgebrewing.co.za

Riot Beer

Marc Fourie

Cape Town

tastingroom@riotbeer.co.za

079 164 3798

riotbeer.co.za

Robertson Brewing Co

Kevin Robertson

George

kevin@robertsonbrewery.com

082 659 2650

robertsonbrewery.com

Saggy Stone Brewing
Company

Adrian Robinson

Robertson

info@saggystone.co.za

083 453 3526

saggystone.co.za

South Cape Breweries

Marius Schonken

Mosselbay

info@southcapebreweries.co.za

083 215 2827

southcapebreweries.co.za

Wild Clover Breweries

Ampie Kruger

Stellenbosch

info@wildcloverbreweries.co.za

021 300 0370

wildcloverbreweries.co.za

Looking for top quality
brewing equipment
& ingredients?

Find all you need at

www.bevplus.com
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event recap

The Craft Brewers

T

he second annual Craft Brewers Powwow kicked off with an
all-important session on recognising off flavours in a workshop led
by Aruna Singh of FlavorActiv. When
attendees were asked why they were joining the session, responses ranged from the
comical: “I’m with him and he gets drunk
easily so I need to look after him,” to the
honest: “I want to know why my beers
taste so terrible”, to the plain and simple:
“I’m here because I love beer.”
Craft brewers, home brewers and beer
enthusiasts travelled from throughout the
Western Cape, parts of Gauteng, the Free
State and the North West and as far away
as Kenya to join the weekend-long beer
conference. The weekend kicked off with
the sensory training session, seeing participants pick out the beer laced with garbage
aromas from the ones that smelled like
eggy drains, skunk and baby vomit. Luckily, the rest of the weekend brought with
it some more pleasurable tasting sessions,
starting with Friday night’s homebrewers
braai. Southyeasters Homebrew Club
member Nick Reed took the top spot in
the homebrew competition with his IPA.

Powwow

Lucy Corne

Homebrewers accept their awards

While sipping on IPAs and polishing off
food from the braai, Powwow delegates
enjoyed a presentation on barrel ageing
from Matt Brynildson, head brewer at
US brewery Firestone Walker. It was the
first of three talks he would give over the
weekend, each of which had attendees
hanging on every word. Also grabbing
people’s attention was the entertaining and
educational session on hangover control
from Dr Farzana Araie, though judging by
the dwindled attendance and bleary faces

Reuben Riffel introduces the pairings at the gala dinner
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on Sunday morning, not many people paid
heed to her talk.
The Powwow offered attendees the
chance to learn everything from building
their own brewery using scrap metal to
harvesting and propagating yeast, but for
most the true highlight was the networking and the chance to taste each other’s
brews – in particular at the gala dinner.
Hosted by TV chef Reuben Riffel, the
four-course dinner came paired with beers
from Drifter, Lakeside, Jack Black and
Franschhoek Beer Company. Between
courses, the winners of the BJCP-sanctioned craft brewers competition were announced, and beers from all the entrants
were available for tasting. Gold medals
went to CBC, Copper Lake, Darling, Devil’s Peak, Metal Lane, Newlands Spring
and Urban while silvers were awarded to
CBC, Darling, Devil’s Peak, Dissident and
Urban.
The date for next year’s event has already
been set (May 11—13 2018) and in true
Powwow fashion, you can even have your
say in who speaks at the event – head over
to the website to nominate a speaker now:
www.craftbrewerspowwow.co.za.

#TakeItSlow with Darling
Brew’s new 330ml Bottle

A

But the new shape of Darling Brew’s 330ml is about more than
just the shape of the bottle, says Kevin, “it’s also about highlighting the current shape of the animals our beers represent their declining numbers and loss of habitat.”
“It’s also about the shape in which our fans find themselves,”
says Philippa Wood, co-founder and director of Darling Brew.
“Are they taking a moment to slow down? “We want to encourage our fans to take a moment in a very tumultuous time and
remember what’s important,” says Philippa. This was ultimately the thought process behind the 330ml’s campaign hashtag
#takeitslow.
As Darling Brew beers have historically been not only paired
with animals, but iconic rock songs too, Kevin Wood searched
long and hard for the perfect song to go with the new bottle. “I
chose the track ‘Shape I’m in’ by Jo Jo Zep and the Falcons, an
old classic that could hone in on the importance of the campaign’s concept around shape – plus it’s a great and retro tune,”
says Kevin.

IP •

LEIBINGER MULTIMA 2 in 1
BOTTLING AND CANNING MACHINE
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‘We wanted to make our beers more accessible and affordable,”
says Kevin Wood, owner of Darling Brew, “we’ve done a lot
of research and we have listened to what consumers have been
asking for.”
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ward winning craft brewery
Darling Brew based in
Darling, Western Cape has
taken their ethos of slow beer to
the next level with the launch of
their four top sellers in a new shape
and size. The Slow Beer, Bone
Crusher, Rogue Pony and Gypsy
Mask were launched recently in
the new 330ml bottle in selected
independent outlets in the Western
Cape and Gauteng. Darling Brew
has promised to extend the 330ml
bottle across the entire range and
plans do so nationwide in the coming months.

TMAN

Change from bottling to canning (or vice versa) within one hour or less!
The two modes show how it works.

Use it for bottling ...
Capper

Bottles
OUT

Filler

Bottles
IN

Rinser

<<<

<

AND use it for canning !
<

Cans OUT

Can Seamer

CANNING MODE

The new 330ml bottle is available in selected independent outlets in Cape Town and Gauteng with plans to launch nationwide
and across the entire Darling Brew range later this year.
330ml outlets: (with more to come):
Western Cape: Shorties Blue Bottle Noordhoek,
Liquor City Claremont, Woodstock Liquors , The Biggest Little
Beer Shop Belville, Roeland Liquors Cape Town CBD
Ultra Liquors Green Point
Gauteng: Tops Midstream, Tops Radiokop, Liquor City Beyers
Naude, Loco Liquors Crowthorne , Liquor City Glen Acres,
Solly Kramers Parkhurst

BOTTLING MODE

Filler

<
GET IN TOUCH
SALES @ LEIBINGER.EU
+49 7641 468 85-130

Cans IN

FOLLOW US
leibinger_fillingmachines
leibinger_gmbh

leibinger.eu
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EVENTS’
CALENDAR
June
10th: Capital Craft
National Botanical Gardens, Pretoria. 10.30am-7.30pm.
Tickets R165.
capitalcraft.co.za
10th: Cheers Beer Festival
Emperor’s Palace, Johannesburg. 1pm-9pm. Tickets R100. No
under 18s.
emperorspalace.com
16th: Craft Fest
Shongweni Farmer’s Market, Clifton Canyon. 10am-4pm.
Tickets R100.

July
1st: Woodstock Winter Beer Festival
The Palms Centre, Woodstock, Cape Town. 2pm-10pm.
Tickets R65 online.
facebook.comwoodstockwinterbeerfestival
8th: Beer Boot Camp - Johannesburg
Birchwood Conference Centre, Boksburg. 8.30am-7.30pm.
Tickets R1000.
beerbootcamp.weebly.com
15th: Beer Boot Camp – Cape Town
The River Club, Cape Town. 8.30am-7.30pm. Tickets R1000.
beerbootcamp.weebly.com

August
5th: International Beer Day Music Festival
Cradle Moon Lakeside Game Lodge, Muldersdrift. 9am10pm. Tickets from R350.
internationalbeerday.co.za
12th: SA on Tap
Kings Park Stadium, Durban. 11am-7pm. Tickets R130
online.
saontap.co.za
18th-20th: Brewing Beyond the Basics
Afro Caribbean Brewing Company, Kenilworth, Cape Town.
Course fee R2150
www.brewmistress.co.za/brewingbeyond
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beer news

Stories from the
SA beer scene
New Brews
Drifter Smoked Porter (6%)
Launching at the Woodstock Winter Beer Festival,
the porter will become a part of Drifter’s core
range. Look out too for their Lemongrass White
IPA, available through League of Beers and Beerhouse from July.
Innis & None (0%)

Scottish brewery Innis & Gunn have released
an alcohol-free pale ale and it’s now available
in South Africa. The 0.0% brew also contains
ginseng, vitamin C and guarana, and is available
in 330ml cans.
Mad Giant Urban Legend IPA (5.5%)
Jo’burg hopheads will be happy to hear that Mad
Giant has added an IPA to its permanent range.
Urban Legend is available in 330ml bottles and
on tap at the brewery.
Old Potter Three Wise Monkeys Rice Lager
(5.5%)
Brewed with 20% cooked rice alongside malted
barley, this light lager is exclusively available for
Sea Point-based Japanese restaurant, Three Wise
Monkeys.
Swifty’s Muti Dark Ale (5%)
The Cape-based contract brewer has launched
the second beer in its line-up, Muti, a dark ale
inspired by the English porter.
Two Okes Light Lager (4%)
The Jo’burg brewery is launching their new light
lager at this year’s Capital Craft, with a bottled
version following later in the winter.
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Devil’s Peak expands

C

lose followers of Devil’s Peak
will have noticed that the pioneering Cape Town brewery is
expanding. With vast new premises in
Epping and an 8000-litre brewhouse
from Germany, it’s a significant upgrade
from the current Salt River brewpub.
Rumourmongering has been rife in the
beer world, with speculation on who is
funding the DP expansion. Beer industry
players began throwing around names
and investors and cast iron stats, most
of which were conjecture if not outright
fabrication. On Tap spoke to Devil’s
Peak directors Russell Boltman and
Derek Szabo to separate rumour from
reality.
“The question was whether to continue in the same space – where we had
already maxed out, capacity-wise – or
to move, raise funds and build a proper
brewery,” says Boltman. It was a bit
of a no-brainer. In July 2016 the two
directors left their jobs in the IT world
and joined Devil’s Peak full time. In the
lead up to this, they began to search for
possible investors. At the same time,
Pizza Hut launched in the Western Cape
and Devil’s Peak succeeded in winning
the rights to sell their beer in branches
of Pizza Hut. It was then that they were
approached by investors – the same investors that invested in Pizza Hut – who
were keen to buy into the brewery.
Social media has been alive with rumours – Devil’s Peak is owned by Pizza
Hut; the majority share has been bought
by Yum Brands; Diageo have bought out

the brewery; Colonel Sanders is replacing JC as head brewer… In fact, two
individuals who also invest in Pizza Hut
(owned by Yum Brands) have raised
capital from US backers and invested in
Devil’s Peak. The South African team
– which includes Boltman, Szabo and
other players involved from the inception of the brewery – have retained 51%
of the control of the company. Yum
Brands does not have a stake in Devil’s
Peak.
The new brewhouse is currently being
installed and is expected to be up and
running by September 1, with an annual
capacity of 12 million litres. The Salt
River restaurant will remain but all brewing activity will move to Epping.
But that’s not the only big move on the
cards for Devil’s Peak. Beer lovers will
no doubt be excited to learn that three
further DP restaurants will open this
year – one at the new premises in Epping, one in Durbanville and one at Constitution Hill in central Johannesburg.
Devil’s Peak will also launch in the UK,
based out of Scottish brewery Fierce.
The two breweries carried out a collaboration brew in Cape Town earlier this
year.
Critics are bound to be vocal, but as Szabo explains, expansion is the only way
to survive. “Beer is a volume product.
Margins are low so you have to sell a
lot to make money. You’ve got to build
a sustainable model, otherwise we’ll all
die.”

Heineken acquires Stellenbrau
it does best – make high quality beers with
great stories behind them. That means
that Deon Engelbrecht and his team stay
fully in charge to grow the brand.”
Ruud van den Eijnden, managing director for Heineken SA also emphasised in
a press release that there are no plans to
‘corporatise’ the brewery. “If we combine
forces, we can do so much more together,”
he said. “The best thing you can do for us
is to keep your identity. We can learn as
much from you as you can from us.”

In March 2017 Heineken bought Stellenbosch-based brewery, Stellenbrau for an
undisclosed sum, in South Africa’s first
buyout of a craft brewery by a megabrewery. Jonas Geeraerts, Corporate Affairs
Specialist for Heineken South Africa confirmed that “It is an acquisition, but we
would like Stellenbrau to keep doing what

Stellenbrau’s Deon Engelbrecht added
“We believe that this landmark collaboration is testimony to what we have attempted to achieve locally, creating a distinct
range of premium beers with character
and accessibility. The fact that an international contender of Heineken’s reputation
recognizes this vision and supports it, is a
source of immense pride for all of us here
at the brewery.”

Smack! Republic
merges with Growler
Brewing Co.
Popular Johannesburg microbrewery
Smack! Republic has joined forces with
Growler Brewing Company, based in
the North West province. The breweries
will operate under the banner of Batch
Brewing Co., but both brand names will
remain. “The beer landscape has changed
quite a bit since we first launched in
2013,” explains Smack co-owner David
Martin. “There is a lot more competition in the market, and, unless you have
a brew pub setup, it is becoming more
and more difficult for the smaller guys to
compete. So we are pooling our resources
and plan to become a serious player in the
craft beverage scene in the next couple of
years.”
The Smack! team have moved out of
their premises at Arts on Main in Maboneng to brew on Growler’s system in

Hartebeespoort . The long term plan is
to expand capacity and the Batch brewers
are currently searching for new premises
west of Jo’burg.
“Smack! and Growler started talking to
one another in the middle of last year,”
says Smack! co-owner Andrew Martin,
“and whilst our brands are very different
(urban vs wild), there was a of synergy
in what we wanted to achieve in the craft
beer space. So we decided to throw everything into one big pot and work together.
We will also be releasing limited editions
and special brews under the Batch Brewing Co. label in months to come.”
As well as beers, the Batch stable will
include a distillery, Growler Beer Pump
filling stations at bottle stores and a craft
beer app.

South Africa’s first
micro malting
plant opens in
Cape Town
Brewers have a new option when it comes
to purchasing malt, alongside imported
malts and SAB-produced options. Walts
Maltings, the country’s first micro malting
plant has opened in Bellville, north of
Cape Town. Owner Chris Van de Walt has
years of experience in the beer industry,
working as an engineer with SAB and later
taking the role of Vice President of Malting at Diageo.
The idea to open a small malting plant
began to germinate three years go and
Van der Walt has spent the better part of
two years researching and designing the
plant. Building began in March 2016 and
the plant finally went into production in
January of this year.
Currently, only base malt is available, but
construction is still in progress and once
the next phase is complete, specialty malts
will also be on offer. Van der Walt expects
to roll out phase two within three months.
At the moment, around 200 tons of malt
will be produced monthly but there are
tentative plans to open further plants in
Gauteng and KZN, should demand be
high enough.
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In brief

Muizenberg gets its own
brewery

Boston Breweries raises funds
for SANCCOB

The Cape Town based brewer has
partnered with SANCCOB, the Southern
African Foundation for the Conservation
of Coastal Birds. For every bottle
of Boston’s Rock Hoppa IPA sold, a
donation of R1 will go to SANCCOB.

Return of the seasonals

Noon Gun Brewery is the latest addition
to Cape Town’s beer scene. Based in
Capricorn Park, Muizenberg, Noon Gun
combines equipment from the former
Camelthorn Brewery in Namibia with
experience from former SAB brewmaster
Arno Matthee, who has worked in the
industry for 26 years. “We make beers
we enjoy,” says owner Mauritz Le Roux,
adding that the focus is on sessionable
brews. The launch line-up includes a
lager, a weiss and an IPA, which will soon
be available in venues across Cape Town.

New brewery for Durban

KZN beer lovers rejoice – a new brewery
has opened in Durban North. Run by
husband and wife team Scott and Tarryn
Hunter, The Durban Brewing Co. is
based in an industrial area north of the
city. There are plans for a brewpub at
a later stage but for now, seek out their
‘Hot Blonde’ and ‘Amber Jack’, served in
660ml bottles at select bottle stores and
restaurants around Durban.

Table 58 opens in East London

Lovers of seasonal brews will welcome
the return of two Woodstock favourites.
Sugarman, the 10% ABV Belgian Quad
made a reappearance on May 26th. Lady
of the Night Vanilla Porter (5.7%),
Woostock’s winter brew, relaunched on
June 1st. Citizen Beer’s Pacifist (6%) – a
chocolate and vanilla porter – is also
back on the shelves.
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Hunter’s release a hopped
cider

It seems South Africa’s increasing
interest in all things hoppy has not gone
unnoticed by cider company Hunter’s.
They recently released Hunter’s Edge
(5% ABV) - a cider with hop extract.

Duvel Tripel Hop 2017 arrives
in South Africa

Homebrew shop owners launch
contract brand
Scott Bevan and Brad Vincent of KZNbased homebrew store BeerBros have
launched their own beer brand. Chaos
Brewing is currently being brewed at
Porcupine Quills brewery in the Valley
of 1000 Hills region, with each batch
brewed by Bevan and Vincent. The
brand has launched with John Doe, a
dry-hopped pale ale. They plan to follow
up with an IPA and milk stout.

Kennel Brewery opens in
Durbanville

Following more than three years of
planning and red tape-wrangling, former
homebrewer Paul Freysen has opened
Kennel Brewery in Durbanville. The
beers – all puntastically named for breeds
of dog – include a witbier and a porter
and are available in select stores in 660ml
bottles.

South Africa’s oldest craft beer
gets a new look

A second microbrewery has opened
in East London. Table 58 Brewing
launched its brewpub in May. Based at
the Floradale Nursery in Beacon Bay, the
brewery is watched over by brewmaster
Hans Trumert, who boasts more than
50 years of experience in the brewing
industry. The core range is comprised of
lager, pilsner and weissbier.

much-needed facelift, with sleek, simple
labels. Mitchell’s are also investing in
equipment and production processes and
there are rumours of a new beer to be
added to the familiar line-up soon…

After 34 years in business, Mitchell’s
Brewery has given a new look to its beer
labels. The whole range has undergone a

Each year, South African beer lovers
eagerly await the annual release of Duvel
Tripel Hop. Each year, Duvel gets a
hoppy facelift, with a third hop being
added to the recipe alongside SaazSaaz and Styrian Goldings. Last year
the Belgian brewery released a Tripel
Hop gift pack and asked the drinking
public to vote for their favourite hop.
The winner – Citra – is the star of this
year’s beer, a delightful brew whose
fresh aroma of melon, lychees and
tangerine peel, coupled with the light
and spritzy mouthfeel bely its 9.5% ABV.
Duvel Tripel Hop is now available in
South Africa through the Belgian Beer
Company but get some quick while it’s
fresh – and there’s still some left…
On Tap

Subscribe
GRAINFATHER STAINLESS STEEL 2L GROWLER & MANGROVE JACK’S HOP SPIDER!
A great 2L of beer from your keg to wherever you need to go!
Made from high grade stainless steel and insulated to keep
your beer chilled at all times!

And the
Autumn winner is.....
Congratulations to Marcel Bohmer of Newcastle,
KZN who won the Mangrove Jack’s Craft Series
Fermenter in the Autumn issue of On Tap.
“ It came as a huge surprise and at the right time
as I was actually looking at getting another proper
fermenter,” Marcel said. “Great mag, keep up the good
work. Look forward to the next issue.”
Many thanks to Brewcraft for sponsoring the prize.
Make sure you subscribe to On Tap to be eligible for
future competitions!
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A

Women’s Day
Toast
As we mark National Women’s Day
on August 9th, we are reminded of the
thousands of women who took to the streets
and marched to Pretoria in the 1950s. Each
year on this day we celebrate women from all
walks of life: women who continue to fight a
certain cause; women who are doing amazing
things and breaking boundaries. Brewster
Apiwe Nxusani-Mawela raises a glass
to six local ladies forging their way in the
beer world.

W

e’ve all heard the talk – beer
is a man’s world; it’s difficult
being a woman in the beer
industry. Well it’s not – not anymore
anyway. In recent years, we have seen the
number of ladies actively involved within
the beer industry increase in strides and
it’s no longer an anomaly to be a woman
working in a brewery. Since late 2016
there have been campaigns and events
tailored at encouraging more women into
the industry. The SheLovesBeer Facebook
group, created late last year, currently
has just over 180 members, made up of
ladies not only in South Africa but from
across the globe. And in March, South
African women for the second time
participated in International Collaboration
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Women’s Brew Day. At homebrew club
level and commercial brewing level, the
number of women continues to increase
tremendously.
To celebrate National Women’s Day, we
wanted to shine a light on a few of those
women; women who represent the wider
beer community. These are women doing
all they do, not because they are trying
to “fit in”, “prove a point”, “compete
with men” or “take over” the “maledominated” industry, but rather women
who do what they do because they simply
love beer.

The Godmother

You can’t celebrate women in beer in
South Africa without paying tribute to
Analize ter Morshuizen, alewife from
Honingklip brewery, known to some

as the godmother of craft brewing. As
much as Analize may not be comfortable
with this title, in my opinion she fits that
description based on all she has done for
the industry.
Living in the Netherlands in the early
90s, Analize got a taste of European style
beers – specifically Belgian fruit beers
and German Weiss beers. When she came
back to South Africa in the 2000s, she and
her husband, Mark, could not find beers
to measure up. In 2006, she bought her
husband their first brew kit, which marked
the start of a long and wonderful beer
journey.
In 2007, they joined the SouthYeasters
Homebrew Club. Back then Analize was
the only woman involved in the club and
they were the first husband/wife team.
She became the club’s secretary in 2009,
and was integral in running the club until
2013 when she handed over in order to
focus on the new brewery (becoming the
first female craft brewer in SA). Analize
was also in charge of organising the club’s
Summer Festival, which has been the
launching ground for many of today’s
commercial brewers.

The Homebrewer

Although homebrewing in South Africa
tends to be dominated by men, there is
an increasing number of female faces
at homebrew club meetings. Michelle
Erasmus is one of the homebrewers
making a name for herself within the
industry.
As a qualified engineer, Michelle brewed
her first beer at university, making her
realise that “it’s perfectly normal and
possible for one to brew their own beer!”
It was only in 2013 that Michelle finally
brewed her first batch of homebrew – a
Weissbier for an Oktoberfest-themed
supper club with a group of friends.
Through the years, Michelle has perfected
her craft and has received several awards
and recognition for many of her beers.
Like many other brewers, she loves the
inspiration drawn from an ingredient,
the process of finding the right style for
that specific ingredient and developing
a recipe which results in a great-tasting
brew.
“I’m pleased to see the growth in the
number of women getting involved
within the brewing world,” says Michelle.
“There’s an evident shift in energy within
this small pool of women, with more
women owning their love of beer – a
trend I hope will continue!”

The Trainee

Benoni-born Palesa Mohale, 23, originally
wanted to become a medical doctor. But
that all changed in the first year of her
BSc in Microbiology at the University
of Pretoria. It was then that she was

introduced to the wonderful world of
brewing. As a as a bursar student with
SAB currently completing her Honours,
Palesa spends much of her time delving
deeper into beer. During university
holidays she works at SAB’s Alrode
Brewery in Johannesburg and has also
been involved in the Intervarsity Brewing
Competition, held each year at the SAB
World of Learning.
Palesa also recently featured in an episode
of local docu-reality TV show Kulcha
Kwest. The episode, entitled Brewing
Sepedi Beer, explored the traditions and
brewing process behind umqombothi.
She got to meet some elders who taught
her the art of making sorghum beer.
Coupled with her knowledge of brewing
science, Palesa is now working on
brewing and serving sorghum beer in a
way that appeals to a wider audience.

The Brewer

Anja van Zyl is no stranger in the
brewing industry, rising to fame as the
brewer and quality manager at Cape
Brewing Company. Her passion was
ignited many years ago, when she spent
countless family weekends visiting the
various wineries in the Cape. She also
dabbled in homebrewing while still at
school, the inquisitive mind of a scientist
wanting to know the hows and whys of
brewing.
Anja is one of the handful of local
brewers equipped with a scientific
qualification alongside the passion
required to be a great brewer. She
holds a degree in Food Science from
the University of Stellenbosch and
started her brewing career three years
ago training under CBC’s Brewmaster,
Wolfgang Koedel. During that period,
Anja gained immense knowledge and
experienced which prepared her for the
next role in her brewing career – Head
Brewer at the newly established Hey Joe
Brewing Company in Franschhoek.

Alewives &

Brewsters

Historically speaking, pretty much all
brewers were women. Throughout
the ages, different names have been
used to describe the female brewer –
alewife and brewster both date back to
medieval times and refer to the woman
behind the brew kettle.

Ones to Watch
Other young brewsters to look out for
include Catherine Edward, a PhD student
from UCT who is highly involved in the
university’s brewing team; and Yamkela
Mbakaza, BSc Honours graduate currently
training as a brewer at Brewhogs
Microbrewery.
Hey Joe has a 7600-litre, two-vessel
brewhouse, built back in 1961 and now
lovingly restored. Anja hopes to adapt the
Belgian inspired beers to the South African
palate and climate, while remaining true to
the roots of Belgian brewing.
Some of Anja’s highlights as a brewer have
been visiting Sweden for two weeks in
2015 as part of the CBC team and more
recently being granted the opportunity to
build a brewery from scratch with a worldclass team – something very few brewers
get to experience.

The Event Organiser

Wendy Pienaar, a teacher by day and
beer wrangler in her spare time, has been
involved in the craft brewing industry since
2012 – initially as a homebrewer with her
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husband and since 2014 as co-owner of
Boksburg-based Just Brewing Company.
Wendy is however best known as the
organiser of the successful Beer Boot
Camp conference. The Beer Boot
Camp, which started in 2015, is a one
day educational conference covering
all things beer-related held each July
in Johannesburg and Cape Town. She
promises that this year’s event, which is
themed “Building a Better Beer”, will be
even bigger and better.
One of Wendy’s highlights in organising
Boot Camp is the chance to spend time
with international speakers, showing them
around our country and introducing them
to our great range of beers. Locally,
the Beer Boot Camp team has received
tremendous support and sees hundreds of
brewers and beer lovers come together. As
Wendy puts it “beer people always seem
to just get on so well”.
Beer Boot Camp takes place in
Johannesburg on July 8th and in Cape
Town on July 15th.
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The Stereotype Challenger

Not many people can call themselves a
stereotype challenger. Hayley Slater is
one of those people. She is not a brewer
herself but had her beer “aha” moment
while working in Amsterdam. That beer
awakening continued when Hayley and her
husband moved back to South Africa and
ended up being integral in the launch of
the Beerhouse empire.
As an Industrial Sociology and
Organisational Psychology graduate
from Rhodes, Hayley is passionate
about empowering people. She initiated
SheLovesBeer in August 2016, to coincide
with National Women’s Day. The purpose
was simple: to showcase women within
the beer industry.

SLB started with a country-wide campaign
series of pictures that showed women
going about their daily beer-related
jobs, then 40 passionate “beer women”
posed for profile pictures showing all the
beautiful shapes, sizes and colours of
the women behind beer in South Africa.
More recently, for International Women’s
Day, SLB partnered with five breweries
to create unique beers brewed for their
very own South African muse. A donation
of R2 from each beer sold goes into a
bursary fund to help a local woman to
study brewing, giving them a start in the
industry.
Women’s Day isn’t all about beer of
course – it’s about commemorating our
past and celebrating women
from all walks of life. So on
August 9th this year, please
raise your beer to one of
South Africa’s special ladies
– whether she’s a brewer, a
beautician, a homemaker or a
hop farmer.
Cheers!
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World of beer

Holy Brews
Craft beer is booming the world over. Each issue we will take a peek into
another country’s beer scene. This month, beer-loving youth pastor
Ivor Swartz – AKA Kleurlingbierman kicks off with a look at craft
beers of the Holy Land.
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T

here are only a few things in life
that can be as soul-satisfying
as travelling: a good gas release
after a long church service (I should
know); that first sip of beer at the end
of a soul-sucking day, and perhaps
winning an argument on social media.
Not really.
But travel – whether it be local or
international – opens your worldview to
things, people, and traditions you would
not have engaged with otherwise. Most
importantly, you get to drink some of
the beers you usually only see on Twitter.
So, it was with me, when I visited Israel
recently on a two-week educational tour
through some of the oldest parts of the
country. Previously, when I thought of
Israel, I pictured pilgrims at the Wailing
Wall, Old Testament-style living, sandalwearing, holy humming, and water-towine types of things.
I never thought of a budding beer
culture boasting nearly 90 small craft
breweries – at least according to
the bartender at the Beer Bazaar in
Jerusalem. Beer Bazaar is the most
popular beer bar in the Israeli capital.
It’s kind of the Beerhouse of Jerusalem,
only, its primary branding colour is
bright orange rather than bright yellow,
and it is much smaller. But it was quite
a holy moment for me when I found
this place. They’ve got a wall with over

a hundred different Israeli beers, plus 11
taps, including an alcoholic Cranberry
Lemonade, which tasted way better
than any Woolies organic, vegan, hipster
lemonade.
Each week the bartenders make up an
interesting six-pack of their choice of
different beers, called SixMix, that one
can buy for 69 shekels (R255) – which,
of course, I did. Beer Bazaar also brews
four of their own beers: a pale ale,
amber ale, IPA, and a stout named Black
Jack. My favourite was, predictably, the
IPA. It was quite light on the hops, but
definitely the most hopped up of all the
beers I had in Israel. It was perfect for
the dry weather.
As scarce as we think water is in South
Africa (I’m saying a prayer for the
brewers in the Cape), Israel has a
never-ending water crisis, because most
of the country is covered by almost
rock-hard desert lands. It’s almost
unbelievable that such a thriving craft
beer culture exists with such a long-term
water shortage. I was hoping to meet up
with the brewer from Beer Bazaar on
our return to the bar, to ask him about
how they manage the water challenge,
but he wasn’t in. Not keen to waste
a YOLO (that’s ‘you only live once’,
people without internet) moment, I took
the opportunity to taste all 11 tapped
beers, and I must admit that some of
their beers would give a few of the best
SA brews a run for their money.

3

OF
THE
BEST

Shapiro Beer: Started by two brothers who
were tired of high beer price (a pint of Israeli
craft beer can easily set you back 23 shekels
– about R85). After starting as homebrewers,
their beers became popular, and they now sell
their beer at those same high prices they once
complained about. They only have three beers
in their core range, one of which was a fantastic Oatmeal Stout.
Herzl Beer: One of the smallest in the
country. Last year the Herzl team brewed a
beer using the same kind of recipe (apparently)
that was followed in Jesus’ day. I enjoyed their
Dolce De Asal – a strong ale, with sweet and
spicy notes of honey, black pepper, and dried
fruit.
Jem’s Beer Factory: Another American-owned Israeli brewery, which is basically a
kosher brewpub with four different locations.
I was told that their Amber Ale was worth
checking out. However, it was rather average:
murky, watery weak, and seemed to have some
flaws. But I did find their dark lager at a street
café, and paired it with a piece of chocolate
croissant, as we walked. Did you know you
can walk with your beer out in public in Israel?
Whether the “can” is legal or not, I’m not sure.
But I saw others doing it so I jumped in.

Below left and below: Jerusalem’s aptly
named ‘Beer Bazaar’ - the most popular beer
bar in the capital - boasts over a hundred
Israeli beers.
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I wish I’d had more time to experience
some of the other beers Israel had to offer, but alas, I wasn’t on some sponsored
brewery tour, and had other religious
experiences to attend to.

some form of honey. I was so “tanne
nat” (wet-toothed) – an expression the
Kleurling use for being tipsy, all that came
out my mouth that whole afternoon was,
‘L’Chaim’, which means ‘to life’.

BEER IN
PALESTINE

There was a Belgian Tripel from Srigim
Brewery in the Valley of Elah, however,
that I probably enjoyed more than any of
the other beers. It’s an 11% abbey style
beer, fruity and a little sweet, and can only
be found on tap at the Beer Bazaar and
at the brewery, 45km from Jerusalem. I’m
sure my holy site visitations were elevated to new levels after three full pints of
Tripel. It tasted as if the biblical “milk
and honey” expression came from this
beer. Mind you, there were a number
of beers I’ve seen that are brewed with

Although it is clear that most people go
to Israel on some sort of pilgrimage, it
seems like the craft beer industry is also
growing at a divinely-inspired rate. Couple
that with healthy investments from American expats, and the Holy Land is soon
to be offering an enlightening experience
for the beer disciple as well. So, why
don’t you add Israel to your travel bucket
list. There’s a beer with your name on it,
waiting for you.

While Israel’s beer scene is
prospering, the oldest microbrewery in the Middle East is actually
found in Palestine – as unlikely
as that might seem. Taybeh
Brewing Company launched in
1994 and now produces half a
dozen different beers, including
an altbier, a Belgian-style witbier
using Palestinian-grown wheat and
a non-alcoholic brew. The annual
Oktoberfest attracts beer lovers
from around the world.
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L’Chaim
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on the hop

O

DRINKING BEER

ften touted as the ‘culinary capital’
of South Africa, you’ve long been
able to get a damn fine meal in
Franschhoek, and a beautiful bottle of
wine to go with it. But for years what the
town has really needed is a damn fine
brewery – and now it has two. They make
an excellent addition to the town’s foodie
scene, allowing you to get a dose of hops
as you make your way between vineyard,
chocolatier and world-class restaurant.

The beer

An offshoot of Cape Brewing Company,
Tuk Tuk Microbrewery opened in
2016. CBC brewer Dewald Goosen took
the reins and is clearly having a blast on
the mini Kaspar Schultz system. The
focus at Tuk Tuk is on experimentation
and there’s always a limited edition brew
on tap. We helped finish the last keg of a
seasonal IPA and were treated to a taste
of the Hallertau Blanc Golden Ale – a
magnificent single-hop brew with a nose
like freshly pressed gooseberries. Sadly
those beers won’t be around when you
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visit, but in the coming months you can
expect to find a golden stout, a vanilla
bourbon porter and do keep an eye out
for the barrel-aged barley wine, which
will be released when Dewald feels the
time is right…
There are core beers here too
though and they also have an air of
experimentation about them. The maltforward lager is a “mash-up” of three of
Dewald’s favourites – Märzen, Vienna
and Oktoberfest, while the weiss gets
a facelift courtesy of American hops.
Also on the menu is a rich and chocolaty
dunkel and the super-quaffer pale ale
utilising both SA and US hops. “I’m
going for something a little different,”
says Dewald. “I don’t want to make
people say ‘Oh it takes like such and
such’ – otherwise they could just as well
be drinking that beer.”
Dewald has risen quickly through the
ranks of the Cape’s brewing scene,
moving from homebrewer to working
at Woodstock Brewery and later training
under CBC’s Wolfgang Koedel for a

year before heading up the Tuk Tuk
brewpub. When you visit, see if he’s
around to tell you what’s next on the
brewsheet, or a general chat about
anything beer-related.
Nearby Franschhoek Beer Company
also has a young brewer at the helm.
Olaf Morgenroth began brewing for
the Stellenbosch varsity team and later
worked at Stickman Brewery before
scoring a dream job at the brand new
brewery just outside Franschhoek. Since
joining the team, Olaf has completed
more than 100 test brews on a small
system to come up with the final recipes.
The result is a bold core range that
includes a whopper of a saison (8.4%
ABV) which evokes aromas and flavours
of Duvel Tripel Hop, a 7.3% ABV stout
that won a gold medal in the 2016 South
African National Beer Trophy and the
OPA – not a typo but a pale ale with
added orange peel.
At the moment the brewery is open by
appointment only, but a tasting room is
in the works and with food devised by

Lucy Corne

IN WINE COUNTRY
local celebrity chef Reuben Riffel – one
of the partners in the business – you can
expect some interesting food offerings to
pair with Franschhoek Beer Company’s
fairly atypical range of brews.

Beyond the brewery

When you’re visiting Franschhoek,
two problems tend to rear their heads
repeatedly – which wineries to visit and
how to get between them. One way to
settle both problems is on the
Wine Tram (winetram.co.za). In truth, the
hop-on, hop-off tour sees you spending
fairly limited time aboard the actual tram,
instead trundling between vineyards on a
tram-bus. Still, it’s a fun way to spend the
day, and with five routes laid out for you, it
means you don’t have to worry too much
about your itinerary.
Highlights include Leopard’s Leap
(great for families), Grande Provence
(great for history lovers), Boschendal
(for foodies and lovers of chilled wine
under vast trees) and Solms Delta. The
booze nerd will appreciate that at Solms
Delta, alongside wine, you can also sip on

Perry made using pears from the oldest
surviving pear orchard in the Cape.
If you prefer two wheels to – well, to
however many a wine tram-bus has
– you can rent bikes locally or join a
guided cycling tour between wineries.
Or ditch the wheels altogether and opt
for a different sort of saddle. Paradise
Stables (paradisestables.co.za) and Cape
Winelands Riding (capewinelandsriding.
co.za) take riders of varying abilities on
horse trails among the vines, stopping here
and there for a quick tasting.
But what if you’re not a fan of booze in
general? I’m not going to lie, Franschhoek
perhaps isn’t the best pick for a weekend
away, although you will make plenty of
friends as a designated driver. In fact, the
town is surrounded by glorious drives, so
taking the wheel is probably the best thing
to do in the area if you’re not drinking.
Drive the pretty Franschhoek Pass and
stop in for a hike at the Mont Rochelle
Nature Reserve (montrochellehiking.
co.za). Or swap the hiking boots for a
helmet and jump on a scooter with big fat

More Beer
in Franschhoek
By now, the more observant among you have
probably started composing a tweet or an email
along the lines of ‘don’t you know there have
been breweries in Franschhoek for years’. Indeed,
breweries are not new to the town – in fact the
Dieu Donne winery had a small brewery long
before craft beer became cool, but it never quite
took off. And Ndlovu Brewery, sitting on Haute
Espoir Wine Estate, hasn’t been seen in bars for
quite some time. Rumour on the hop vine though,
is that Ndlovu will be up and running again soon
with some weird and wacky beers, albeit under a
different name.
Also due to open later this year is Hey Joe, a
Belgian-inspired brewery sitting on the R45 just
west of the town. The 7600-litre brewhouse was
built back in 1961 and has lived through various
incarnations throughout Europe before moving to
a farm 5km outside of Franschhoek. Presiding over
it in South Africa is head brewer Anja van Zyl, formerly of CBC, who is currently working on recipes.
Expect Belgian-influenced beers that can be sipped
at the soon-to-be-built taproom overlooking
the cellar.
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Left: The Coachhouse offers friendly service, a
home cooked breakfast and a magnificent view
of the mountains.
Below right: Olaf Morgenroth of Franschoek
Breweries serves one of his unique brews.
Below left: Foliage is THE restaurant of the
moment offering an exciting and novel menu.
Bottom: The focus at Tuk Tuk is on
experimentation and there’s always a limited
edition brew on tap.

i
MORE INFO
Franschhoek Tourism
franschhoek.org.za
Franschhoek Beer Company
franschhoekbeerco.co.za
Tuk Tuk Microbrewery
tuktukbrew.com
wheels to freewheel down the mountain
(scootours.co.za).

Grab a bite

Any list of restaurant suggestions for
Franschhoek basically reads like a wishlist
of places to dine in South Africa. The
current darling of the scene is Foliage
(foliage.co.za), where local chef Chris
Erasmus has brought the foraging trend
to South Africa. Much of what you see
on the menu is gathered from the hills
surrounding Franschhoek, leading to
novel and exciting dishes like grape, wild
garlic and vine herb risotto with dandelion
pesto or beef brisket with porcini mousse,
ferns and forest herbs. Not only that,
there are a few local beers to choose from

and Chris is in talks with Rob Armstrong
of Haute Espoir to create a range of
beers exclusively for the restaurant.
Oh, and it’s within spitting distance of
Tuk Tuk – not that there’s any need for
spitting hereabouts of course…

Stay the night

One of the greatest things about
Franschhoek is its compactness. When
you’re visiting a town largely to eat and
drink, it’s nice to be able to walk home
after an evening out – both to walk off
some of the calories and of course to
avoid having to cajole someone into being
the designated driver. There are plenty
of guesthouses and smart hotels close to
the main road. We loved our stay at The

Coach House (thecoachhouse.co.za),
not least because it’s no more than five
minutes’ walk from Tuk Tuk. The ownerrun guest house marries professionalism
and friendly service, with a home-cooked
breakfast and insightful info on the area.
Book well ahead and enquire about the
balcony room, whose magnificent veranda
is a fine place to watch the sunset over
surrounding mountains, cool glass of
local beer – or wine, or perry – in hand.
The town is awash with places to stay,
though if you’re on a particularly tight
budget, options are limited. Try Otter’s
Bend Lodge (ottersbendlodge.co.za), with
simple rooms, dorms and even space to
pitch a tent. It’s a short stumble west of
the town tucked away among fruit trees.
On Tap
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SafAle BE-134
™

IDEAL YEAST FOR BELGIAN SAISON STYLE BEERS

This is a top fermentation yeast. Characterized by a particularly high attenuation (more than 90%), SafAleTM BE-134 also develops
fruity aromas, enhances spicy character and produces clove notes; the perfect yeast strain for refreshing and drinkable beers!

www.fermentis.com
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5

Beyond the Basics:

Marcel Harper

I

tips for
brewing
better
beer

f you’ve been following our articles from Issue 1,
thank you and well done! You’ve brewed and bottled
your first beer. Don’t be discouraged if your first
brew didn’t turn out 100% perfect. Brewing is an art that
takes practice and rewards persistence (not to mention
a whole bunch of patience).
Now that you’ve got the basics down, let’s look at how
to make even better beer. Here are five tips I’ve picked
up over the years that will almost certainly improve
your next brew.

1. Achieve a full volume, rolling boil
I cannot emphasise this one enough. Make sure
you boil the entire volume of your batch and
make sure you’ve got a good, rolling boil. By
‘entire volume’ I mean all the water you’ll need for
the final volume of beer you’re aiming for. So, for
a 19 litre batch, you may need around 26 litres of
water to start with in your kettle.
If you’re not certain whether you’re hitting the rolling
boil mark, do the following test: drop a hop pellet or
a teaspoon of sugar into the boil – nothing drastic
that will change your recipe. If the liquid doesn’t
immediately foam (often quite violently) and the pellet/
sugar isn’t immediately broken up, you probably don’t
have a full, rolling boil.
Remedy the situation by cranking up the heat, or
if your burner’s already maxed out, buy a bigger
(preferably high-pressure) burner.
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A full volume, rolling boil will help your beer in a variety of
ways:
• It clarifies the beer by breaking up haze-forming
proteins
• It sterilises the wort
• It gets rid of nasty off-flavours like DMS
• It ensures that you get the most out of your hop
additions (both for bitterness and flavour)

2. Measure, measure, measure

Yes, brewing is an art. But it’s also a science. And science
demands precision and accuracy, so don’t guess. Measure.
It’s a pretty good idea to buy yourself a hydrometer
(or refractometer if you have the budget), some good
quality thermometers, plus an electronic kitchen scale for
measuring out ingredients. With these basic instruments,
you can start understanding your beer, how the ingredients
fit together, and how a beer evolves from start to finish.
Here are some suggestions on how to use each:
Hydrometer or refractometer: Measure your pre-boil
and post-boil gravities to understand how evaporation
during the boil affects your brew. Post-boil gravity –
also known as your starting/specific gravity (SG) or
original gravity (OG) – is a good indication of whether
your hot-side method is hitting the mark as specified
in your recipe. Later, measure the gravity of your
fermented beer to make sure that you bottle at the
right time (i.e. under 1.010-1.015 for most beers).
That way, you avoid the dreaded bottle bomb!

Thermometer: Use this to make sure
that you’re not killing your yeast by
pitching it into wort that is too hot,
or shocking it into a slumber by
pitching it into wort that’s more than
5°C away from the rehydrated yeast’s
temperature.
Kitchen scale: When bottling,
measure out your priming sugar
with a scale. Don’t do the “half
a cup” method. Cups vary in size
and depending on what you use for
priming (e.g. sugar vs. glucose vs
honey), a cup-worth of one primer
isn’t necessarily the same as a cupworth of another.

3. Buy some brewing software

Calculating the
vital statistics of
your beer (OG,
FG, IBUs, etc.) by
hand is a real pain.
Formulating your
own recipes by
hand is a real pain
too. Losing your
stats,your
notes, your
recipes, and your
measurements
because your kid
decided to test out
those garden shears
on the book you
wrote it all down
in is really, really
painful.

Brewing software can fix most of these
problems. Calculations are pre-loaded,
recipes can be stored in the cloud, and
you can use the software as a central
repository for all your brewing notes (you
are taking notes, right?).
I’d recommend the most popular package
out there: BeerSmith. It’s affordable, easyto-use, and comes with loads of support
from its extensive, world-wide user base.

4. Happy yeast = Good beer

A whole bunch of brewing problems and
beer flaws result from not treating your
yeast properly. Simply put, if your yeast
is not happy, then your beer is extremely
unlikely to work out the way you
want it to.

Here are some tips for staying in your
yeast’s good books:
• Use yeast that hasn’t expired.
Seems obvious, but I’ve seen lots
of homebrewers use expired yeast.
Unlike the pirate code, those expiry
dates are not just guidelines.
• For high gravity beers, consider
adding some yeast nutrients to the
boil.
• Always rehydrate dry yeast, even if
the packet says you don’t have to.
• Aerate your wort before pitching
yeast by shaking the fermenter
vigorously for a few minutes.
• Pitch your yeast into wort that’s
slightly warmer than the yeast itself
(about 2-5°C)
• Make sure your fermenter is at the
correct temperature for the yeast that
you’re using (check the packet or beer
style guide if you’re not sure).

5. Practicing properly: Vary one
thing at a time
If you want to become better at this
brewing thing, keep in mind that it works
like any other skill.
Practice will improve your ability to make
better beer, yes. But only if you practice
properly. Too many homebrewers,
perhaps in their enthusiasm to try
different beer styles, never repeat a beer
recipe. Each brew is different. While it
may be exciting to brew a different beer
every time, it’s also a sure-fire way of
missing some of the fundamentals of
brewing.
If you change 10 things every time you
brew, knowing which change did what,
or why this batch tastes like someone’s
armpit all of a sudden, becomes next to
impossible.
So, make sure to vary only one element
at a time. For instance, change the type
of yeast you’re using. Or do a 90 minute
boil rather than a 60 minute boil. By
comparing the differences between each
subsequent batch, you will learn a great
deal about this wonderful art. Not to
mention becoming a better brewer.
Have fun and happy brewing!

How to Rehydrate
Dry Yeast
• Sterilize a mason jar (plus lid) and fill
it with around 100-200 ml of mineral
water (at room temperature) from a
newly opened bottle. Don’t use tap
water unless it’s been boiled and cooled.
• Measure the temperature of the
water in the bottle. This is your yeast
temperature.
• Open the yeast packet with sterilised
scissors and pour the yeast into the jar.
• Close the lid.
• Let the yeast sit for about 15-20
minutes, then give the jar a whirl
every now and then. You’ll end up
with a uniform creamy liquid.
• Pitch this mixture into your chilled
wort when the wort is around 5°C
warmer than your yeast
temperature.

HOMEBREW S N A F U S
On Tap reader and homebrewer Nick Grenfell
sees a lazy Sunday brew turn into a stressful
Sunday snafu…
It was the perfect brew day: malt, hops and
yeast all present and correct. No time pressure,
just a lazy Sunday ahead. Strike water was
heated and I mashed in hitting 68°C – spot
on. Then I observed the shiny copper manifold
standing next to my cooler box mash tun. The
shiny copper manifold which should be inside
the mash tun. Dammit. Plan A – decant entire
contents of mash tun into the boil kettle, fit
manifold, pour back into mash tun, screw up
mash temperature, consult Beersmith and
add more hot water. Plan B – 68°C is surely
not that hot because it’s nowhere near boiling
temperature so just slot the manifold in using
the rubber gloves purchased to stop hands
turning white in caustic solution. Plan B it
is. Turns out 68°C is actually very hot and
thermal insulating properties of said rubber
gloves are not great. Added two sets of latex
gloves underneath the rubber gloves and tried
again. Swirled malt grains up from the bottom
of the mash tun with the paddle and eventually
managed to slot manifold in place. Mash
temperature was largely unaffected. Hands
looked like boiled lobsters.
Plan B worked. Plan A would have worked so
much better.

On Tap
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BREW IT YOURSELF
New England IPA is the latest buzzword in
brewing and after our feature on the style in
the spring edition of On Tap, readers began
requesting a recipe. Phil Lowry of UK-based
Simply Hops shared his NEIPA recipe with SA
brewers at an event at Woodstock Brewery
earlier this year. Here we adapt that recipe so
that homebrewers can attempt a 20-litre batch.

Breakwater Brewery
Paper Aeroplane Fight IPA
Nuts & Bolts
Batch size: 20 litres
Mash: 64-65°C for 30 minutes
Boil time: 30 minutes plus recirculation total 45 minutes
Original Gravity: 1.050
Ferment at: 18-20°C
Water profile: High ratio of chloride to
sulphate

Mash ingredients
• 74% pale malt (original recipe uses
Simpsons Golden Promise)
• 15% flaked oats
• 8% Cara-Pils/Dextrine
• 1.7% Wheat flour

HOMEBREW COMPETITION
Enter now for the Helderberg
Homebrew Triggerfish Open.
There are five style categories: doppelbock, Baltic
porter, Belgian tripel, imperial IPA and imperial
stout. Only one entry per style per person allowed
(so a maximum of five entries per person).

Whirlpool ingredients
• 100g Citra @ 88°C
• 25g Mosaic @88°C

Entry fee is R50 per beer entered. First prize will
be a brewday at Triggerfish plus two kegs of your
beer to drink at home. Entries close September
1st with winners announced on the 9th. Email
Ferment/dry hop ingredients
• The original recipe uses London III Wyeast, matthurstrsa@gmail.com for entries/queries. This
is a BJCP certified competition.
but try S-04 instead
• 125g of your favourite aroma hop for dry
hopping @ 13°C for six days

FOR MORE INFO

Durban Home Brewers
facebook.com/durbanhomebrewers
East Coast Brewers (KZN)
facebook.com/groups/eastcoastbrewers
Eden Brewers (Garden Route)
facebook.com/Eden-BrewersClub-1741841132720415
Helberberg Brewers
facebook.com/groups/helderberghomebrew
SouthYeasters (Cape Town)
southyeasters.co.za
Wort Hogs (Gauteng/North West)
worthogbrewers.co.za
Yeastern Cape Brew Club
facebook.com/yeasterncape

Brewing tips
• Don’t add hops in the boil although
you could add 1% of the hops at first
wort to prevent boil overs.
• Use fruit-forward hops like Citra,
Amarillo, Mosaic and Galaxy.
• No Irish moss – clarity is not the key
here.
• Drink it young – NEIPAs are not for
ageing!

HOMEBREW DIARY
JUNE
3rd

East Coast Brewers Beer and Bush, Cumberland Nature Reserve, Cumberland, 10am- 4pm.
Beer and Bush is a festival all about getting KZN home brewers, commercial brewers and craft beer drinkers together in a relaxed
environment. This festival is open to anyone, so bring the family along for a chilled day. R150 drinkers pass, R20 for U18 and non-drinkers

13th

Wort Hogs Meeting
Copperlake Brewpub, Broadacres. See Wort Hogs site for further details.

14th

Southyeasters Monthly Meeting
Afro Caribbean Brewing Co., Kenilworth. 6.30pm.
People’s Choice competition, category: dark beers. Competition entry free for members, R30 for non-members.

14th

Eden Brewers Meeting
Timberlake Oyster Shack, Wilderness. 6pm.
Do bring along samples for trouble-shooting, recipe tweaking, boasting rights. No fee.

21st

Helderberg Homebrewers Meeting
Red Sky Brew, Gordon’s Bay. 6pm.
Dark beer people’s choice competition. R50 gets you in. Free for first timers.

27th

Durban Homebrewers Meeting
Musketeers German Club, Westville, 6pm.
Brew to style (stouts and porters) prize-giving. Quick informative talk beforehand. Bring a buddy along, RSVP by 24th to info@
durbanhomebrewers.com
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JULY
12th

Southyeasters Monthly Meeting
Drifter Brewing Company, 6.30pm.

19th

Helderberg Homebrewers Meeting
Triggerfish Brewery, Somerset West, 6pm.
Discussion on water adjustment. R50 gets you in. Free for first timers.

20th

Wort Hogs annual “Christmas in July” meeting
Werner’s Bistro, Bedfordview.
We will enjoy a Christmas style meal together and the brewers are encouraged to bring along their winter Style , Christmas and festive beers
on the evening. R120.00 for members and R150 for non-members.

26th

Durban Homebrewers Meeting
Durban Brewing Company, 6pm. Tour and tasters, followed by shisanyama.

29th

East Rand Winter Beer Festival
Scout Hall, Bedfordview.
This is the 4th instalment of this intimate Winter festival and the theme is “Beers to warm the soul”. A great day out and a way to say a big
thank you to the brewers who support our club and the East Rand chapter in particular. Tickets are for members only and beer pledges get
5 free tickets for every 18 litres pledged.

AUGUST
3rd

Southyeasters IPA Day meeting
Afro Caribbean Brewing Co., Kenilworth. 6.30pm.
Bring your IPA to share and taste a range of local craft IPAs on tap.

9th

Eden Brewers Meeting
Venue TBD. 6pm.

26th

Durban Homebrewers Meeting
East Coast Brewing Company. 10am onwards.
Discussion of brewing techniques with samples from the brewery.

B E V E R A G E

I N N O VAT I O N S
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special feature

South African hops
make global headlines

W

hen Anheuser-Busch InBev
hosted their annual hop
workshop in South Africa
this year, the big news was the expansion
of the hop farms. Hop farming in the
Outeniqua region – the only place in the
country where the Humulus lupulus plant
is grown – will increase by 100 hectares,
meaning an extra annual output of 150
tonnes. This will bring South Africa’s total
annual output to 1000 tonnes by 2021.
This is, of course, great news for George’s
hop growers and a guaranteed boost to the
local economy. But does it also represent
a boost to the craft beer scene? In recent
years, South Africa’s microbrewers have
noticed a shortage of some of South
Africa’s most popular aroma hops.
Southern Passion in particular has been
in great demand, with many local brewers
only receiving a small percentage of their
order last year. Lauren Steytler, GM of
SAB Hop Farms, explains the recent
shortfall in local hops: “Before 2016,
SAB Hop Farms (SABHF) had a surplus
of hop varieties at the end of each hop
season – the majority of the craft industry
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at the time were importing more hops and
requesting less from SABHF. However,
once the flavour/aroma hops took off, we
did not have enough to supply the craft
brewer requests.”
As On Tap went to press, brewers were
waiting to hear about their 2017 hop
allocations, but some had already made
backup plans. “We didn’t get much last
year,” said one local brewer who preferred
not to be named, “so I had to adjust our
recipes accordingly.”
The news that hop production is
expanding should be comforting, but with
that news comes the announcement that
the vast majority of the extra tonnage
will be exported. South Africa currently
exports around 120 tonnes of hops for
use in the rest of Africa. Once the new
targets are reached, 250 tonnes will be
earmarked for export, leaving just 20 extra
tonnes after the expansion. It’s possible
that the South African craft beer scene
won’t see any increase in hops sold locally,
once SAB’s beers are taken care of.

Access to local ingredients was one of
the main concerns for South African
microbrewers when A-B InBev took over
SAB in 2016. Their fears were somewhat
assuaged by a clause in the takeover
agreement guaranteeing that A-B InBev
would “continue to supply hops that
are currently supplied by SABMiller to
Small Beer Producers on the same terms
and conditions as currently offered…
or otherwise on reasonable commercial
terms”. A-B InBev has reiterated this
in statements and press releases, saying
that they have “committed to continue
supplying hops and malt to the craft
industry”. They currently supply around
20 tonnes of hops per year to the local
microbrewing industry.

Microbrewers are cautious about
celebrating any loyalty shown by A-B
InBev though. “I am concerned about
volumes,” says Eric van Heerden, owner
of Triggerfish Brewing in Somerset West.
“I think that they’ll never cut the small
independents off completely but can
throttle our supply without any recourse.”
Another Cape brewer admitted that he
is “worried about current and future
availability of hops.”
And it’s not just South African brewers
that are concerned about the supply of
hops. In May of this year, social media lit
up following claims from US hop broker,
Greg Crum. Crum, owner of Coloradobased ZA Hops, has been importing South

African hops to the US since 2012.
Some of the most popular varieties –
including Southern Passion and African
Queen – have been used by American
craft breweries such as Modern Times
and Cellarmaker. But on May 10th,
Crum emailed his clients stating that
South African hops would no longer
be available. The email was shared on
Proclamation Ale Company’s Facebook
page and read: “ABI are commandeering
all the hops that were to be allocated for
distribution to North American craft
brewers. The goal is to sell the hops
internally to their acquired (former) craft
breweries…they refuse to let US craft
brewers buy any CY 2017 hops believing
this will afford them a competitive
advantage in an increasingly competitive
marketplace.”
The story quickly saturated social media,
with brewers and beer lovers across
the USA decrying anti-competitive
behaviour from a company that seems to
be muscling in on the craft beer scene,
buying up numerous microbreweries in
recent years.
A-B InBev quickly responded to Crum’s
allegations with a statement saying that
they were unable to sell any surplus hops
to brokers this year due to the low yield
– something that has been corroborated
by local hop farmers. However, a press
release earlier this year hinted that
the company was indeed planning to
concentrate on supplying their own
breweries. “Our strategy is firstly to
ensure local hops are used in local beers,
such as Castle and Castle Lite,” said AB
InBev Hops Director Willy Buholzer,
“and secondly, to unleash the potential
of these special varieties to be used by
our brewers around the world.”

Many of those brewers visited South
Africa in March for the Global
Workshop. Representatives from
breweries like Goose Island, Elysian
and Devil’s Backbone – all former craft
breweries that have been acquired by
A-B InBev – attended the week-long
workshop to learn about the local hop
industry, to become acquainted with
some South African hops and to tour
the hop fields round George, stopping to
check out the many experimental hops
that breeders are currently cultivating.
With so many spectacular hop varieties
found around the world – particularly in
the US – you might wonder why there
was such an outcry about the hop supply
chain being cut off. Quinn Fuechsl,
brewer at Goose Island, summed
up brewer interest in our hops while
attending the hop workshop. “Any new
hop is exciting,” he said, “and the fact
that these are from the other side of the
world is all the more exciting.”
However, South Africa produces
less than 2% of the world’s hops,
so the uproar was less about the
hops themselves and more about the
possibility that the world’s largest
brewery could begin to cut off the
supply of ingredients to the rest of
the industry. And while South African
brewers are quietly cautious about the
road ahead, perhaps one positive can
come from this. If independent brewers
around the world are unable to import
South African hops, perhaps the drinkers
might be keen to instead import some
independent South African brews made
with those very hops.
On Tap

The Queen of Hops

Ironically, it was a Cape winemaker that set
Beverley Joseph, 32, on the path that would
lead her into a career in beer. “I literally went
door to door,” she says, talking about her quest
for a bursary in order to study at Stellenbosch
University. “When I met Paul Cluver he said
‘there’s no way I can’t assist’, and he paid my
university fees.”
Today, she is South Africa’s first female hop
farmer.
While studying her Honours, Joseph was spotted
by SAB scouts and invited to an interview.
Swapping vines for bines, she quickly crammed
on hops and clearly made an impression, soon
becoming one of the company’s hop breeders.
Joseph worked for SAB for the next 10 years
specialising first in hops and later in malt.
As this year’s hop harvest was in full swing,
Joseph had just taken control of her own hop
farm, Zelpy, in the Outeniqua Valley. Currently,
just over 20 hectares of the 51-hectare farm
are used for hops, but she has plans to expand
that quickly. Her other plan concerns not the
plants that grow on her land but the people that
grow them. “My main goal is to change the
living conditions of farm workers in the area and
then for that to be used as a benchmark for the
industry,” she says. “I also want to encourage
farm workers to have a sense of pride and
ownership and plan to allot small parts of the
farm so they can plant and reap crops of their
own.”
Joseph bought the farm with the help of SAB’s
Thrive fund and an interest-free loan from SAB
Hop Farms, as well as a small loan from Absa.
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SOUTH AFRICA’S

BEST

HOMEBREW

73 DIFFERENT BEER KITS

55 DIFFERENT VARIETIES OF HOPS

(Nitro Flushed & Vacuumed Packed for Ultimate Freshness)

32 DIFFERENT TYPES OF BREWING MALTS
24 STRAINS OF DRY YEASTS

Hop
Talk
Beer book author Stan Hieronymus is speaking at this
year’s Beer Boot Camp, held in Johannesburg and Cape
Town. It will be his first visit to South Africa, but he has had
some experience with our hops. On Tap’s editor grabbed five
minutes with him ahead of his trip.
What are your expectations for the trip? Anything you’re
particularly excited about (beer-wise or indeed otherwise)?
I’m looking forward to seeing as much as I can beyond breweries, to be honest, although I always enjoy breweries. For I
guess what you would you could call cultural/historic purposes,
Soweto is at the top of my list. I hope there is also time for a
little aimless wandering.
From a hop geek viewpoint, there won’t be any plants in the
field when we are there. But I’d love to see some of the old
oast houses and the lights that growers used to literally lengthen the growing day. I don’t mean to get touchy/feely on you
but I think hop culture impacts hop flavour. The Tettnanger
hops that grow in the Tettnang region of Germany are genetically identical to Saaz hops, for instance, but when you visit
each region you immediately understand why they smell and
taste different.

Order NOW & RECEIVE 10% OFF
your next order!



I understand you’ve brewed with South African hops before – can you tell us a bit about that?
The story about how I came to try them is rather long. One of
those ‘I have a friend who has a friend who knows ... things’. I
was particularly struck with the hop called J17 – since named
African Queen. It’s got the citrus and tropical fruit that are
currently in vogue, with a little bit of a catty wine edge, yet
bright in the way that is typical of New Zealand hops. From
the 2016 crop two experimental varieties that seem promising
were numbered XJA2/436 and U3/132.

Please use ref # OTM when ordering.
Valid until end of July 2017 & subject to availability.

Do you think there is a market for South African beers in
the US?
I’ll have to have to taste the beers to answer, but to be honest,
I’m much more interested in tasting South African beers in
South Africa than I would be trying them at a tavern near me.

Brewcraft.co.za
info@brewcraft.co.za

What can we expect from your talk at Beer Boot Camp?
I’ll be giving two presentations - one about hop aroma and
flavour, the other about increasing interest in local, or placebased, beers. Both are pretty dynamic topics, which is what
makes them fun for me.

011-397-7679
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battle of the beers

The

This issue, our resident beer critic and all-round ale-nerd
Jaco Hamilton-Attwell pits nine local IPAs against each other.

American IPA
H

er history as cloudy as her
New England version, she has
captivated the minds, hearts and
fermenters of many brewers. Whether she
actually travelled to India, we will never be
100% sure, but what we do know is she
came from England, and when she passed
through Ellis Island she picked up a pair
of kickin’ boots and an attitude!

well be four years old and there is no way
for us to know. Bitterness and hop aroma
drop quite dramatically within the first
few months, which is why IPAs should be
consumed fresh.

Three BJCP judges congregate on an
autumn Joburg night. Vincent runs a
local brewery/home brew shop, The Keg
House and Kyle is an SAB Global Taster
and Process Engineer at SAB Rosslyn. Finally, me: homebrewer, avid beer-rater and
bearer of BAAA-chus. (Editor’s note: Baffled
about BAAA-chus? See
Jaco’s profile on page 7.)

Devil’s Peak Blockhouse came in third
position. Although
the beer was enjoyable, we felt that the
beer needed more
hops. It actually
seemed closer to an
American Pale Ale
than an IPA.

With a view to finding the best the
country has to offer, we had some beers
shipped from Cape Town and I collected
others from Spar Tops Radiokop. We were
not able to purchase every IPA brewed in
South Africa, so decided to taste a blend
of new and well-established brews.
We decided on nine beers, five from the
Cape, two from Gauteng, one from the
Free State and the last from KwaZulu
Natal.
One beer quickly had to recuse itself, for
I erroneously purchased Nottingham
Road’s Tipsy Tiger, a beer which identifies
itself as an English IPA. Our plan was to
taste the hoppier and more bitter American IPA, but this initial oversight shone a
spotlight on a massive problem affecting
our beer shelves: quite a few of the beers
tasted like English IPAs, but there is nothing on the bottle that would allow a buyer
to know this.
Another problem that we have is that, of
the nine bottles, only five had a date on
them, meaning that the beer could just as

But enough with the
problems. Let’s get to
the best beers!

Two beers shared the second place slot:
the somewhat similar-sounding Aegir
Giant IPA and Agar’s Tomahawk IPA.
Giant IPA presented us with passion
fruit, peach and biscuit on the nose. The
bitterness was present and balanced with a
bready, biscuity malty backbone. The hops
presented pine, resin and tropical fruit and
both flavour and bitterness lingered to the
finish.

Tomahawk IPA greeted us with aromas
of grapefruit, guava, peach, bread and
caramel. Again the malt and bitterness
were well balanced, even though this beer

is decidedly bitter. The flavours are very
similar to the aroma, with grassy flavours
added to the mix.

Before we get to the winner, let’s take a
quick look at the rest. What was it that
made the other four beers purchased
not fare so well? Mostly one thing: lack
of hops. An IPA, whether it’s American or English, should be bitter – not
tongue-scrapingly so, but should have a
bold bitterness (balanced by malt) as well
as a prominent hop aroma and flavour.
A lot of the beers we tasted lacked the
bitterness and/or hoppiness, making the
beers more relevant to an American Pale
Ale contest than a battle of the IPAs.
And now, the winner!
From the left field, not a new beer, but a
beer that is not always as accessible in the
rest of the country: Riot Beer’s Valve IPA.
Flavours of stone
fruit, peaches,
passionfruit and
paw paw punch you
in the face, with a
bit of caramel and
breadiness to make
you recover from
the blessed beating
your nose just took!
The flavours are
not pulling punches
either: citrus, tropical
fruits, floral hops and
a bit of grassiness
are balanced by a
hint of caramel malt
flavour. Powerful, but
not overpowering.
Each blow is precise
and planned. A great,
enjoyable beer that
exemplifies the style
well.
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against the grain

Lessons from
brandy school
I
Lucy Corne

like to think I know a bit
about beer, but when it
comes to other booze,
I am a bit of a philistine.
I like other alcoholic
beverages – I just don’t
really know a great deal
about them, so when I
was recently invited to join
a half-day brandy course, it
seemed the perfect opportunity
to broaden my booze horizons.
From tasting tips to legislation and lore,
here are 10 things I learnt at brandy
school.

1. South Africa makes the
best brandy in the world
It’s a bold statement, but do you know
what – it’s true. South Africa is the
most awarded brandy nation on the
planet. South African brandies took the
top spots at the World Brandy Awards
in 2017 (Oude Meester Demant) and
2016 (Klipdrift Premium); KWV often
sweeps the board at awards ceremonies,
while Van Ryn’s 12 Year Old Distillers
Reserve is said to be the most awarded
brandy in the world. Just don’t think
about ordering any of them with Coke.
2. Klipdrift is to Van Ryn’s what light
lager is to imperial IPA
“Klippies pays my salary,” jokes Nick
Holdcroft, brand manager for Van
Ryn’s. The low-cost, ubiquitous spirit is
Distell’s biggest selling brandy, and while
it’s evident that Holdcroft’s true love is
the high-end Van Ryn’s range, you can
tell he still respects the entry-level tipple.
So the next time you consider mocking
someone for swigging a Klippies and
Coke, think of Klipdrift as the lager that
keeps the brewery afloat, allowing the
brewer to dabble in the Imperial IPAs
and barrel-aged saisons you so desire.
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3. Brandy labelling is
kind of basic
I always thought that
initials like “VSOP”
on bottles of brandy
stood for some ancient French manufacturing method or
super-secret brandy-makers guild. In fact,
they stand for ‘Very Special
Old Pale’. XO? Yep, that’s Extra
Old, while VFP could be Very Fine
Pale or perhaps Very Fine Product.
And VNBTIL stands for
‘Very Nice Brandy That
I Like’. (OK, I might
have made that one up).

4. Brandy tasting and beer tasting
have something in common
When you’re tasting brandy, don’t swirl
the glass as you might in a wine tasting.
As with beer tasting, vigorous swirling is
not recommended, although for different reasons. When you swirl, you’ll release the volatile compounds, which will
dull the brandy’s aroma. You also don’t
want to dip your nose straight in there
– brandy is high alcohol stuff so your
nose needs a chance to acclimatise. Start
sniffing when the glass is at chin level
and slowly move it nose-ward to seek
out the deeper aromas of the brandy.
5. Ageing ends in the bottle
“Although the shelf life of a bottle
of brandy is somewhat indefinite, the
flavours of brandy don’t change once
they’re in the bottle,” says Holdcroft.
You know that 10-year-old brandy that
you’ve been storing in a cool, dark
place for the past 20 years, waiting for a
suitably special occasion? Well it’s still a
10-year-old brandy, so you might as well
just go ahead and open it.

BARREL BUILDING

When you visit the Van Ryn’s distillery,
a highlight of the tour – alongside the
tasting that is – is the chance to watch
a cooper in action. Neville Ebrahim has
been building barrels for 37 years and
hammers out an entertaining demo of his
craft at what has become the largest repair
cooperage in the southern hemisphere.

COMPETITION
Subscribers only

Want to win a bottle of
the world’s most awarded brandy? To stand a
chance of winning a
bottle of Van Ryn’s
12 year old plus
two brandy glasses, all you have to
do is answer the
following question:
Whats the name
of the world’s
most awarded
brandy?
email your answer to
andrew@ontapmag.co.za
Winner will be announced in
our Spring Issue.

For more on South African brandy, see
sabrandy.co.za.

Left top and bottom:
Van Ryn’s Distillery

6. South African brandy legislation is
tough
In the Cognac region of France, the grape
spirit must be matured in oak barrels for
at least two years in order to earn the
name Cognac. In other parts of Europe,
just six months are legally required in the
barrel. In South Africa, legislation dictates
that the spirit must remain in a barrel for
a minimum of three years in order to
qualify as a brandy. There are rules about
the maximum size a barrel may be (340
litres) and a whole list of requirements for
the base wine, including stipulations on
sugar content, sulphur additions, pressing
methods and acidity levels.
7. Angels are greedy…and drunk
Barrels are not airtight - they need to
be able to breathe. But through those
miniscule gaps in the oak squeeze tiny
angels. Thirsty ones. Well, maybe not, but
the “angel’s share” is the term given to the
portion of brandy that evaporates during
the maturation process. And those angels
are greedy little tykes. On average, you

can expect to lose nine litres per barrel
per year. To save you whipping out your
calculator, of the 340 litres of grape spirit
you put into a barrel for a 20-year-old
brandy, you’re going to get 160 litres out.
And that, dear readers, explains why aged
brandies fetch premium prices.
8. It might just be the Next Big Drink
“Brandy as a category has been slow to
develop compared to gin or beer,” admits
Holdcroft. Consumption has been in a bit
of a slump over the last decade, but in the
past couple of years, as the Cape’s craft
distilling scene has begun to take off, brandy sales have recovered. Still, brandy is a
less appealing category to small producers
because of the long lag time – you need
some other way to make money for the
three years your brandy is maturing.
9. Older isn’t necessarily better
Van Ryn’s produce brandies that have
been aged for 10, 12, 15 and 20 years.
The 20-year-old retails at around R1700
– some R1000 more than the 12 year old,

but Van Ryn’s 12 Year Old is the most
awarded brandy in the world, perhaps
presenting something of a challenge for
a sales team trying to convince people to
fork out the extra for the 20 year old!
10. I actually have pretty good
taste in brandy
Learning about a new beverage is plenty
of fun, but let’s be honest, the best bit
about any boozy tour or course is the
tasting. Once the teaching bit is done, but
before the written exam, comes the casual
tasting. We sampled six brandies, picking
up flavours of fruitcake, orange, vanilla
and honey. When the brandies behind the
blind tasting were revealed, I was pleased
to see that I picked two award winners as
my favourites. So perhaps it’s not too late
to teach this old beer drinker a few new
tipples.
The Cape Wine Academy runs the two-hour Introduction to Cape Brandy course in Stellenbosch.
The course is R420. See capewineacademy.co.za
for more info.
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the style guide

Stouts
Flavoured

Join Matthew Hurst on a trip from Russia to the US and
back home to SA to explore the world of flavoured stouts.

I

t was a dark and stormy night. An
icy wind blew across the stoep,
reviving the dying coals of the
braai. “This is the perfect moment for
a dark and stormy beer,” I thought
to myself. (Note to self: next dark
beer I brew must be named ‘Dark
& Stormy’.) I rummaged through
my beer cupboard, hoping to
find something a bit different,
something with a whole host of
complex flavours. Then I realised
what I was in the mood for: a
flavoured stout.

Where does the term ‘stout’
come from?

Stout beers originated in the 1700s,
when the terms ‘stout’ and ‘porter’
were largely interchangeable and came
in a variety of hues. Roasted malt only
came about in 1817, so both stouts and
porters would have been brown or even
pale before then. Most early accounts of
the style referred to beers that were simply
stronger than their counterparts but had
no prescribed colour or recipe. The term
later evolved to refer to stronger porters
and then became a style descriptor in its
own right. The style has really come into
its own lately, with eight styles carrying
the moniker ‘stout’ in the 2015 BJCP
guidelines.

Coffee, caramel, chocolate and
milk…

If you look at Ratebeer.com, eight of the
top 10 highest-rated beers are imperial
stouts, all of which are flavoured in some
way (mostly due to the use of barrels,
especially bourbon barrels). This makes
perfect sense in the colder climates of
Europe, but the style remains relatively
limited in South Africa. SAB ventured
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into the game back in 2014 with their
chocolate-infused Castle Milk Stout (I
was very excited about this beer but
unfortunately it lacked some body and the
chocolate flavour was too synthetic for my
tastes).
Of course, the craft breweries have quite a
bit to offer in this arena: Boston Breweries
make Black River Coffee Stout with actual
coffee added, which gives it a nice kick and
Devil’s Peak released two flavoured stouts
in their Explorer series in 2016 (some also
found them somewhat artificial-tasting).
The perhaps lesser known brewery Fraser’s
Folly has collaborated with the guys from
Beer Country on the popular Moer Koffie,
a stout brewed with condensed milk and
coffee – not as sweet as it sounds and
it pairs really well with dark chocolate
mousse. If you’re looking for one brewed
up north, Smack! Republic has the
Newtown Nemesis, a stout flavoured with
Madagascan vanilla pods and bourbon
whisky, which is rich and well balanced.

SERVING TIP
Stout should always be served warmer than most other
beers, at around 8 - 10° C. If you’ve stored your beer
in the fridge, I would suggest taking it out 10 to 20
minutes before serving (the stronger it is, the warmer
it should be).

There are very few imperial stouts in
South Africa, much less flavoured ones,
despite them being the highest rated
category overseas by far. One of the few
local examples is Rus, an imperial stout by
Noordhoek-based Aegir Project. The 9%
beer is aged in Pinot Noir barrels from the
Hemel-en-Aarde valley, near Hermanus.
I’ve yet to taste mine, but I did see a lot
of praise for its complex flavours online,

Fraser’s Folly Moer Koffie - a stout brewed
with condensed milk and coffee

so I’ll have to crack open a bottle soon,
especially with the cold (and hopefully
rainy) weather on its way. There have also
been a few small-batch flavoured imperial
stouts, like the limited edition Salted
Caramel Imperial Stout from Woodstock
Brewery.
As the industry matures and craft beer
consumers develop their appreciation for
complexity, I know that we will see more
interesting beers of all sorts coming out,
including stouts of the flavoured and
imperial kind. We’re already seeing more
barrel-aged beers and seasonal releases, so a
big, dark, rich, complex imperial stout with
interesting twists and flavour combinations
is sure to follow in the next year or two.

Getting the flavour

The modern stout style lends itself
perfectly to being flavoured, with its
rich array of flavours, ranging from dark
fruits and raisins to coffee, caramel and
chocolate (and that’s just from the malt).
My philosophy when it comes to adding
flavours to any beer is: if it works in
cooking, it usually works in beer. Try and
figure out the underlying flavours that you’ll
get from the malt, hops and yeast, and
complement those flavours with your added
ingredients, which will change depending

Boston Breweries Black River Coffee Stout
(top) and Smack republic’s Newtown Nemesis flavoured with Madagascan vanilla pods
and bourbon whisky

Aegir Project’s Rus - aged in pinot noir barrels

on where you add it in the process.
Flavourings can be added at a number of
stages during the brewing process. Most
commonly, they are added near the end
of the boil, after fermentation is done,
or just before bottling/kegging. A lot of
people use essences due to the fact that
it can be difficult to extract flavours from
some ingredients, especially fruit (plums,
for instance, need approximately 250g per
litre for a good amount of plum character,
which translates to 5kgs per 20 litres).
Herbs on the other hand require a more
subtle approach. This will take some trial
and error to figure out how each ingredient
ages, so it is best to do it on a small scale
first, and take notes as the beer ages, then
scale up once you feel more comfortable
with the flavour development. Something
I tend to discourage is the use of artificial
flavours in brewing – it’s noticeable straight
away. Experimenting with authentic
ingredients is the fun part of brewing!
So whether you are a drinker or a brewer,
step out of your comfort zone and try a
flavoured stout. You’ll most definitely learn
something, and, with the right approach
create a delicious, winter sipper that too
few in SA are doing. And isn’t that what
craft is about - being a pioneer?

Flavour-it-Yourself
My home brew club recently brewed
an imperial stout and came up with 10
different varieties by making tinctures:
take your chosen ingredient (cinnamon,
vanilla, raisins et.), soak it completely in
vodka for a minimum of three days and
add a small amount of the tincture to a
measured amount (100ml) of beer. We
started with 0.5ml of tincture and then
increased it by 0.5ml increments until we
were happy with the balance of flavours
(we used a syringe that you can find in
almost any grocery store/pharmacy in
the baby section). Once we found the
amount we were happy with, we scaled
it up to figure out how much to add to
each bottle (so for a 440ml bottle, we
multiplied by 4.4). Just remember that
most flavours will mellow and become
more subtle with age, so add slightly
more than you’re comfortable with now.
When you drink it in three to six months,
it will be well integrated.
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beer meets food
Cooking with beer

Beer and
barley risotto
Lucy Corne

• Chop the large tomatoes and add to the pan.
• Add the barley and stir, ensuring the barley is coated
with the other ingredients.
• Toast the barley for 3 or 4 minutes.
• Begin adding the beer, one cup at a time over a medium
heat. Something malt-forward is recommended over a
hoppy, bitter beer as the bitterness can be accentuated in
the final dish.
• Each time the liquid is absorbed, add another cup. Once
all the beer is added, do the same with the chicken stock
• Continue adding liquid one cup at a time until the barley
is tender. You might need a little extra stock or hot
water. Barley gives a different texture to risotto than rice.
Keep tasting until you get the desired texture.
• Meanwhile, slice the rest of the chorizo and fry over a
medium heat.
• Add the cherry tomatoes to the chorizo and cook in the
pan for 3 - 4 minutes.
• Once the tomatoes begin to soften and the chorizo is
crispy, remove from the pan.
• Grate the cheese into the risotto and add the chopped
basil, reserving a few leaves for garnish. Season as
desired and stir.
• Top with the pan-roasted tomatoes, chorizo and
remaining basil and serve with a malt-forward beer.

Restaurant Review

UNION SQUARE
by Beerbros

W

inter is here, which for many means it’s time to swap
the salads for stews and soups. This hearty risotto
is warming and filling – plus it contains not only
beer but (unmalted) barley as well. You could, of course, use
Arborio rice for this recipe, but then it would seem just that bit
less beery…
Ingredients
1 red onion
150g chorizo
3 cloves garlic
4 large, ripe tomatoes
1½ cups pearl barley
750ml beer, ideally nothing too bitter
750ml chicken stock
handful of cherry tomatoes
50g grated pecorino
handful fresh basil
salt and pepper
Method
• Coarsely chop the onion and fry in olive oil until it
begins to soften. Add half the chorizo and the chopped
garlic and cook for 2 - 3 minutes.
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Oxford Village, 9 Old Main Road, Hillcrest;
031 765 3836; union-square.co.za
Main course R60 - R160
Burgers and craft beer – it’s an oft-seen combo, but not
everyone gets it right. Union Square gets it right. Based in
Hillcrest, Union Square makes you feel right at home, whether
you’re enjoying a few beers with friends or having a bite with
your family. And what they’re known for is smashburgers - pure
beef patties smashed down onto the grill to sear the meat, with
a choice of tasty toppings.
We recently got the chance to try something off the new menu,
but it wasn’t an easy choice. We went with the Legendary
Steak - which came highly recommended by owner Brendan
Kent Day. It comes with a crust of freshly crushed black
peppercorns, topped with a herb-infused butter. It’s superb.
We also tried out one of the new burgers off the Triple D
menu - a must if you’re hungry. It was a toss-up between the
Cheese Bomb (a bacon burger smothered in cheese sauce)
and the Heartstopper (pictured opposite) - this crunchy chicken
burger with bacon, onion rings and smoked paprika mayo
proved to be a winner. The new menu still offers classic and
smashburgers, along with a bigger selection of salads, wings,
ribs, steaks, combos and more. It also features tasty kids’ meals

that don’t compromise on quality. For sides, you can go with
cheesy or regular fries, sweet potato fries, slaw or salad, amongst
a few others. This may all sound like a mouthful, but save some
room for dessert, especially the Baileys Cookies and Cream
Parfaits.
Now you’ll want to wash your delicious meal down with
something. Soft drinks, double thick milkshakes (for children
and adults), and a selection of wines are available. But let’s talk
craft beer… A conversation with manager Quinton de Beer often
centres on craft beer - the latest they’ve tasted and what they’re

hoping to have in store soon. They’re always on the lookout
for new, good quality beer and their offering reflects this. From
Devil’s Peak to East Coast Brewery, they have a decent selection,
with four choices on tap and others in bottles. The Flavour of the
Month is usually a new or limited edition beer. Or you can stick
with your regular Jack Black, Naked Mexican or CBC.
The bright decor, friendly smiles and good service always make
you feel welcome. They don’t take bookings, so be sure to get
there early. But we at Beerbros do recommend Union Square as a
great place for craft beer and burgers.
On Tap
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tech talk

Will cask ale ever catch
on in South Africa?
South Africans tend to
think of English ales as
being “flat and warm”.
Can Anglophile brewer
Shawn Duthie convince
local drinkers that cask
ales are the way to go?
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T

he very fact that you are reading this magazine suggests
that you’re well aware of the craft beer renaissance
occurring in South Africa. We’re no longer just a ‘lager
nation’; our shelves are filled with IPAs, dark lagers and, more
recently, intentionally-made sour beers. But the revolution has
brought more than just different beer styles; it has encouraged
and increased beer culture. We have several beer conferences and
competitions every year and restaurants that push food and beer
pairings as the norm and not as a spectacle.

as cask ales have. These beers are not ‘flat’, but they are less
carbonated, though usually with a much more velvety and creamy
mouthfeel than beers from a keg. The addition of a ‘sparkler’ – a
plastic fitting with small holes which help to aerate the beer – will
give the beer an even richer mouthfeel, almost akin to a pint of
Guinness (though without any help from nitrogen).

UK and US beer writers who have visited South Africa in the past
few years have been impressed by the speed that craft beer has
developed and have been, for the most part, quite positive about
the beers produced. However, as an expat living in South Africa
and having witnessed this beer explosion over the past seven-orso years, I am wondering if the thing that got me hooked on ‘real’
beer will ever catch on here: cask ales.

The beer engine at Banana Jam Cafe

Pin casks and paraphernalia at ACBC

Cask ale refers to the dispensing of unfiltered and unpasteurised
beer without the use of CO2. The beer is either dispensed via
gravity, or through the use of a ‘beer engine’, which uses a pump
to bring the beer to your glass. The beer is carbonated naturally
through secondary fermentation in the cask, similar to the way
homebrewers and some craft brewers carbonate their beers in a
glass bottle. If you’ve been to a pub in the UK, you’ve probably
had a pint of cask ale. And you quite possibly didn’t like it. I
didn’t when I first tried it.

Of course, South Africa is going to be fairly slow to get into
cask because it is not easy to find the equipment, and not the
easiest method to serve beer. My obsession with cask ale led me
to bring back a pin cask (which holds roughly 17L of beer) a
few years ago after a trip to the UK. After many perplexed looks
from airport staff and customs officials, I arrived with my cask,
some keystones and shives (which cover the holes in the cask),
a few spiles (to vent the beer) and a tap. Fortunately, I knew of
one place that would take such an odd concept for serving beer
seriously – and it happened to be my local – Banana Jam Café.
Greg Casey and I served several cask conditioned beers from
the Afro Caribbean Brewing Company range – as well as my
own Dissident Golden Ale – at Southyeasters homebrew club
meetings and at special events, experimenting and attempt to
learn the art of cask conditioning. Subsequent trips to the UK
saw us smuggling back more casks and, eventually, our very own
beer engine.

Many beer drinkers, including quite a few British pub-goers, have
contended that cask beer is ‘flat and
warm.’ The UK’s Campaign for Real
Ale (CAMRA) has spent decades luring
the British palate away from light lagers
and onto cask ale – an exercise that
took a few decades. My hope is that we
Cask Culture
can educate people that this so called
Banana Jam Café now holds ‘Firkin Friday’
‘warm’ beer is actually served around
every second Friday, featuring beers from
12°C – hardly warm even in the UK –
ACBC and Dissident Brewing Company,
which allows the consumer to actually
with plans to feature beers from other local
taste the beer. Serving a beer at 1°C can
breweries including Jack Black and Devil’s
certainly be refreshing, but it is far too
Peak. In Cape Town, you can also sample
cold to actually taste anything. Try that
beers from the Springbok Pub in Newlands,
same beer at 12°C and let me know if
which has just ordered five beer engines for its
train carriage-based pub. In KZN, newcomers
it is still as drinkable. The same rule
Scavenger Brewery specialise in English ales
applies for beers with less carbonation,
and are importing casks to use with
their beer engines.

When we brought a cask of beer to
the recent Craft Brewer’s Powwow,
there was instant interest, with many
of the brewers and beer lovers putting
aside their lagers and IPAs to try their
hand at a hand-pulled pint. The beer
was bright and smooth, making for
a much more sessionable beer than
one served ice cold and more highly
carbonated, and the 17-litre cask was
eagerly emptied within the hour. The
keen interest from passionate beer folk
made me think that maybe cask could
catch on in South Africa someday.
And I didn’t hear a single person
mention the words ‘flat’ or ‘warm’…
On Tap
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Seen @ CRAFT BREWERS Powwow
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5 - 7 May 2017, Hotel Verde, Cape Town
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PUB QUIZ
Smart phones away, laptops closed – it’s time to
take our just-for-fun quiz to find out how much
you really know about booze! To check the
answers, go to www.ontapmag.co.za.
1. There are two microbreweries in East London –
name them.
2. Name the South African hop formerly
known as J17?
3. Which Norwegian brewery recently did a collab
brew with Devil’s Peak?
4. What is the difference between Perry and cider?
5. Name the two bungs in a cask.
6. Which South African brewery produces Giant
IPA?
7. To the nearest thousand, how many breweries are
there in the USA;
a)2000		
b)5000		
c)7000
8. What does ‘weizen’ mean?
9. Name the latest beer book from Beer Boot Camp
speaker Pete Brown.
10. What is brandy made from?
11. Which of the following is not an A-B InBev
beer:
a)Goose Island
b)Leffe
c)Paulaner
12. In which month is Oktoberfest usually held?
13. At which South African brewery would you find
Brendan Watcham at the mash tun?
14. Who was the keynote speaker at the 2017 Craft
Brewers Powwow?
15. What is a labeorphile?
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Connecting Global Competence

September 11 –15, 2017
Messe München, Germany

Get your ticket now!
drinktec.com/tickets

Fresh. Different. Personal.
Take your business to the next level. In talks with experts from over
180 countries. Explore ideas, innovations and investment at the No. 1 global
communication platform. Welcome to drinktec, the leading trade fair for
the international beverage and liquid food industry. drinktec. Go with the flow.
Follow us:
Contact: Messe München South Africa (Pty) Ltd.
Tel. +27 11 476-8093 | info@mmi-southafrica.co.za

World’s Leading Trade Fair for the
Beverage and Liquid Food Industry
Processing + Filling + Packaging + Marketing
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A LOCALLY-DEVELOPED BREWING SOLUTION
aimed at entry-level craft breweries and pub-breweries

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
350lt S/S 304 Mash tun & kettle with electrical steam heating jacket,
HMI & PLC heat control
Mash tun with a 0.55kW bottom mounted fix speed mixer @ ±69rpm
Delta 4.3” HMI with door mount bracket to control mash tun & kettle
steam heated jacket temperature
350lt S/S 304 Lauter tun with a removeable slotted false bottom plate
& a side mounted door
Fix speed rake mixer @ ±12rpm
0.55kW transfer pumps with pipe manifolds & sight glasses
(two manifolds with three sight glasses)
All valves are Krones Evoguard
Skid Mounted with integrated central drain (optional)

Contact us today for a meeting or quotation
Dematech is a turn-key solution provider to the craft beer industry offering everything
from brewing equipment to bottling lines and procurement services.
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Dematech (Pty) Ltd
13 Michigan Street, Airport Industria, Cape Town 7490, South Africa.
T: +27 21 385 0483 | F: +27 86 719 2632 | E: info@dematechsa.com
www.dematechsa.com

